
KEN DRIYA VIDYALAYA MAHABU BABAD
HOLIDAYS HoMEWORK (SUMMER BREA K 2O2Ol

CLASS IX

SUBJECT

ENGLISH l.write an essay of 350 words on 'My experience and Learning i. c"rid19 scenario'.
2'write an essay of 350 words on 'My Experience of onrine crasses,.3.Write 150 three forms of Verb.
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MATHS

' Read all the questions carefully before solving. Write the solutionof questions in Mathematics homework or Activity notebook.
: complete 

lhg. nro]gct separatery on 44 sheets in neat and crearhand writing and attraciive.
write your name, ctass and section clearly at the front cover ofproject file.

1. Let x and y be rational and irrational
necessarily an irrational number? Give an
answer.

2' show how J5 can be represented on the number rine.

numbers, respectively. ls x+y
example in support of your



3. Divide x"-3x2 +5x -3 by (x-2) and find the quotient and remainder.

4. Find three rational numbers between

(i) -1 and -2
(ii) 0.1 and 0.11
(iii) 5/7 and 6/7
(iv) 1 14 and 115

5. Locate J3, and "12 on the number line'

6. Express the following in the form p/q, where p and q are integers

and q+Q

(i)02
(ii) 0.888...
(iii) 5.2
(iv) 0.001
(v) 0.2555...

7. Determine the degree of each of the following polynomials.

(i)2x-1
(ii) -10
(iii) x" - 9x + 3xI
(iv) y'(1 - Y-)

t

I a. Find p(0), p( 1) and p(-2) for the following polynomials

(i) P(x) = 10x - 4x2 - 3

(ii) p(y) = (y + 2)(Y - 2)
b.' 

' '-Wf..1iclr 
of the following expressions are polynomials? Justify your

answer:
X2 ,100+1 lt,x2+x-2-11x, 17

10. Find the zeroes of the polynomial in each of the following,

(i) P(x)= x- 4
(ii)g(x)=3-6x
(iii) q(x) = 2x - 7

\i. "fiy r"rainder theorem, find the remainder when p(x) is divided by

g(x)

t') Pt*) = x" - 2x2 - 4x-1, g(x) = x * 1

(ii) p(x) = x'- 3x2 + 4x + 50, g(x) = x - 3

12. Find the value of m, so that 2x -1 be a factor of

8xu+4x3-16x2+10x+m

13. Factorise the following:
(i) 9x'z + 4Y'+162'+12xY-16Y2-24x2



(ii) 25x2+ 16y2 + 422 - 4Oxy +16y2 - 2Oxz

1.1.- fte a project on the tiile "n - woRLD's MosT MysrERrousNUMBER"

15. Perform foilowing activities and write in activity
notebook:

' Activity 1: oBJECTTVE : To construct a square-root spirar.,,

' Activity 2. oBJECTTVE : To verify the argebraic identity :(a+b)2 =a2+2ab+b2

SCIENCE
1- Write a detailed note on COVID-1g.

2' Draw a weil rabeiled diagram of prant ceil (even rolt no.) and
animal cell (odd roll no.) and learn and write the functions of eachcell organelle. 

t
3- (a) Explain the term density. Arrange different states of matter inincreasing order of density.

(b) Explain how ice floats on water?

SOCIAL
SCIENCE

1.Draw india map and point adjacent countries.
2'Point important peaks, mountains,ranges plain, plateaus in india map3.Point Tropic of cancer, lST, lslands
4. Draw the table A society of Estates of france during 1g cE


